common
futures forum

AGENDA
09:00 - 09:50
REGISTRATION

10:00 - 10:30
OPENING
METE COBAN MBE/SWARZY MACALY/NISSY TEE/Nego True
10:30 - 11:30
MAKE IT MAKE SENSE: TY LOGAN, STEPHANIE YOUNG, SWARZY MACALY
centre stage

11:45 - 12:45

LAB SESSIONS
CLIMATE JUSTICE: putting young people first
The MENTAL HEALTH crisis: a silent epidemic?
racial justice: equity and representation

12:45 - 13:45
lunch and networking
food will be served

13:45 - 14:45
WOMEN'S RIGHTS AND EMPOWERMENT: GINA MARTIN, NIMCO ALI
OBE & HARJEET SAHOTA
centre stage

AGENDA
15:00 - 16:00

DEMOCRACY CAFÉS
16:15 - 17:00

REBUILDING TRUST IN POLITICS WITH NATHAN LAW & LORD WOOLEY
centre stage

17:00 - 18:00
IN CONVERSATION WITH REV AL SHARPTON & DR SHOLA
MOS-SHOGBAMIMU
18:00 - 18:15
closing remarks
centre stage

MAKE IT MAKE SENSE POLITICS & VOTING
Time: 10:30 - 11:15 AM
Date: Saturday 27th November 2021
Address: Plexal, 14 East Bay Lane, Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park,
London, E20 EBS

TY LOGAN

STEPHANIE YOUNG SWARZY MACALY

SIR ED DAVEY

Theme:
Now more than ever, politics has become overwhelming to navigate, especially for young people who
feel that they do not belong to the political world.
Recent events like the Black Live Matters and Fridays for Future movements have demonstrated youth
drive, leadership and initiative. However, we are also witnessing an alarming rise in youth apoliticism
across the world. A fair amount of young people do not believe politics can benefit them and others.
Political disengagement is a serious issue that will affect youths in multiple ways in the years to come
because someone else will be making the decisions on their behalf, risking their fair representation in
democracy. They need to believe in the power that their voices hold and that political engagement is
the best weapon for change-making.
Swarzy Macaly will have a conversation with Stephanie L. Young, Amelia Dimoldenberg, Nissy Tee and
TY Logan about how to make politics more accessible for young people, ways in which the youth can
get political, and the importance of casting ballots to send a clear message to decision-makers: the
youth does care.

Speakers:
Stephanie Young, Executive Director of When We All Vote, Former Obama's Advisor
Sir Ed Davey MP, Leader of the Liberal Demoracts Party
TY Logan, Comedian, actor and Instagram & YouTube influencer.
Swarzy Macaly, TV & Radio presenter, KISS Breakfast host, Founder of Too Much Source

REBULDING TRUST IN POLITICS
Time: 14:15 - 15:00
Date: Saturday 27th November 2021
Address: Plexal, 14 East Bay Lane, Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park, London, E20 EBS

LORD SIMON WO0LLEY NATHAN LAW

SWARZY MACALY

Theme:
Trust on governments and politicians is at a breaking point. The world is experiencing a bad
case of trust deficit disorder, severely fueled by young people. The relationship between the
younger generations and politicians is widely misaligned and some would even argue that
there is no relationship at all.
Youth distrust in politics is a clear symptom of systemic failure, reflected in low youth voter
turnout in western countries, apoliticism, among others. Young people have experienced the
worst repercussions of this pandemic, which has resulted in an array of political and social
issues, including unemployment and mental health epidemics. Regardless, many feel
neglected and do not see the implementation of policies that can advance young people's
well-being. Engaging in politics should not be a privilege but the sign of a healthy democracy
where young people feel heard and know that their affairs are in safe hands. We cannot afford
a disengaged youth.
Swarzy Macaly, Nathan Law and Lord Simon Woolley will discuss how we can build trust and
resilience during a time when young people have become thoroughly disenchanted with their
institutions and leaders.
Speakers:
Lord Simon Woolley, political and equalities activist, founder and CEO of Operation Black Vote
Nathan Law, democratic activist from Hong Kong, co-founder of the political party Demosisto
Swarzy Macaly, TV & Radio presenter, KISS Breakfast host, Founder of Too Much Source

WOMEN'S RIGHTS & EMPOWERMENT
Time: 13:30 - 14:15
Date: Saturday 27th November 2021
Address: Plexal, 14 East Bay Lane, Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park, London, E20 EBS

SWARZY MACALY

GINA MARTIN

NIMCO ALI OBE

HARJEET SAHOTA

Theme:
Nowadays, working on promoting women's rights and empowerment seems like a full-blown revolution
as many believe that gender inequality and injustice, especially in western countries, no longer exists.
However, it is 2021 and there are still tremendous disparities regarding female political representation,
women's democratic engagement, and percentage of female voters, among others. The current
democratic culture is not designed for women who still view politics as inaccessible and unreachable.
Additionally, acknowledging that there are some women who face more barriers to engage in politics is
crucial to implement policies that can empower and benefit women from all socio-economic, racial,
religious, sexual-orientation, and ethnic backgrounds. The status, participation and well-being of women
in society reflects the status of democracy, and such a status depends fundamentally on their overall
empowerment. When we all focus on promoting women's sense of self-worth in a world where they do
not come first, their ability to determine their own choices and, consequently, engage in politics, will
certainly make them believe that they are can create a fairer and just world for all.
Swarzy Macaly, Gina Martin, Nimco Ali OBE and Harjeet Sahota will discuss the urgent need of political
education for women, especially those from marginalised backgrounds, systemic efforts to make them
equal participants in decision-making, and what others can do to become allies so we can finally stop
talking about "women's rights".
Speakers:
Gina Martin, political activist, speaker and author of the bestseller Be The Change
Nimco Ali OBE, CEO of The Five Foundation, writer & Independent government Adviser on Tackling VAWG
Harjeet Sahota, Trustee of My Life My Say, political strategist to the Leader of the Labour Party
Swarzy Macaly, TV & Radio presenter, KISS Breakfast host, Founder of Too Much Source

IN CONVERSATION WITH REV. AL SHARPTON
AND DR. SHOLA MOS-SHOGBAMIMU
Time: 17:15 - 17:45
Date: Saturday 27th November 2021
Address: Plexal, 14 East Bay Lane, Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park, London, E20 EBS

SWARZY
MACALY

REV AL
SHARPTON

DR SHOLA MOSSHOGBAMIMU

Racism has played a significant role in the development of modern society over the last five
centuries. The lived experiences of race and notions of ‘racisms’ have negatively impacted the
lives of many, and the killing of George Floyd brought this into recognition for those in western
countries. However, as history has demonstrated, people have fought back, and continue to do
so. Young people of all backgrounds and ethnicities are leading the anti-racism rhetoric and it is
necessary to ensure their voices are amplified and heard.
However, systemic racism also plays a big role as to why young people of colour are not
engaging in democracy. Anti-voting laws targeting race and the BAME community not seeing
people who look like them in parliament and positions of power are harming our democracies.
Ensuring that there is an even political engagement across demographics is the reflection of a
fair, just and healthy system i which people are determined by their content of their character or
not the colour of their skin.
Rev. Al Sharpton and Dr. Shola Mos-Shogbamimu will be discussing the necessity of active antiracism within our discourses, and how we must all effectively organise against the evils of
racism, encompassing what that means and how we achieve this.
Chair: Swarzy Macaly

Introduction by Chair Swarzy: 2 mins
Conversation with Dr. Shola & Rev. Al Shartpton: 25 mins
Question and answers from the Chair & audience: 20 mins

CLIMATE JUSTICE: PUTTING
YOUNG PEOPLE FIRST
Time: 11:30 - 12:10
Date: Saturday 27th November 2021
Address: Plexal, 14 East Bay Lane, Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park, London, E20 EBS

KATHRYN
CROCKART

ANDREW
BOWIE MP

METE
COBAN MBE

HELENA
BENNET

DANIELLE
SAMS

Theme:
Science is undisputed: climate change is currently the biggest global threat, and young people are
fighting loudly to make sure they inherit a livable planet in the years to come. However, why are they not
involved in making decisions that guarantee all those decisive pledges?
As COP26 has demonstrated, only a select few elites hold the power to make decisions, and oftentimes
they are not made in the youth’s best interests. Young people, especially Generation Z, are the most
engaged demographic on the matter by not only questioning symptoms of climate change but the
systemic causes of it as well, demonstrating their capacity to have a seat at the table. Young people
have the most stake in ensuring emission targets are achieved, and their voices must be amplified. Direct
and open discussion between policymakers and the youth is the foundation for restoring hope in
democracy to build climate-resilient communities.
Mete Coban, with Andrew Bowie MP, Helena Bennet, Kathryn Crockart and Danielle Sams, will discuss
the current climate emergency and trajectory in addition to discussing solutions, positive examples, and
the role generation Z can play in combating climate change.
Speakers:
Cllr Mete Coban MBE, Founder and Chief Executive at My Life My Say
Andrew Bowie MP, Conservative MP for West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine
Helena Bennet, content creator working on climate change policy
Kathryn Crockart, U.S. Embassy London’s Public Affairs Officer
Danielle Sams, environmental justice activist and neuroscientist

THE MENTAL HEALTH CRISIS: A
SILENT EPIDEMIC?
Time: 11:30 - 12:15
Date: Saturday 27th November 2021
Address: Plexal, 14 East Bay Lane, Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park,
London, E20 EBS

JESS
LEIGH

BEN
WEST

ROCIO
CACHO

HAYLEY
MULENDA

Theme:
The topic of mental health has been hoarding national and international headlines since the start of the
pandemic but, have meaningful actions been taken to combat the mental health crisis?
Since 2019 there have bee an immense decline in mental health quality, especially among young people.
Specifically, the UK is facing a mental health pandemic, and it is woefully unprepared with under-funded
mental health services. The country has seen a disproportionate impact on young people’s mental health,
with 1 in 3 youngsters suffering from depression. With physical health being the onus of the pandemic,
mental health took (and still takes) a back seat. As mental health services experienced abrupt cutbacks,
governments must invest additional funding for these services in the medium and longer-term to achieve
a healthy society. Additionally, the topic of mental health is still a taboo topic, sometimes accompanied
by shame. The younger generations need to break free from that shame sentiment to be able to open up
and normalize having conversations regarding their mental well-being not only for their benefit but for
others to become supportive figures.
Rocio Cacho, Hayley Mulenda, Jess Leigh, Ben West and Pheebs Jameson, will explore their own
experiences with mental health, how young people can look after their mental well-being navigating
pandemic times and how they can also support other loved ones with mental health issues.
Speakers:
Hayley Mulenda, international speaker, author, music artist and consultant
Ben West, United Kingdom-based mental health campaigner
Jess Leigh, Gender inequality, sexual harassment and mental health activist and freelancer
Rocío Cacho Orts, Events and Media Manager at My Life My Say

RACIAL JUSTICE:
EQUITY & REPRESENTATION
Time: 11:30 - 12:15
Date: Saturday 27th, November 2021
Address: Plexal, 14 East Bay Lane, Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park, London, E20 EBS

AIMA

SARAH
JABIR

MAXINE
THOMAS-ASANTE

TOLU
COKER

Theme:
Racial justice. The term is found everywhere; heard on interviews, seen on the TV and spoken of at
protests. But what do we mean by it? And how exactly does it differ from equality, equity and
representation?
At a very young age, people of color have had to learn how to navigate a society rife with discrimination.
Contrary to what many people think, racism is not always visible or obvious, it is often subtle
microaggressions that happen at the systemic level. With racial discrimination prevalent at schools,
universities, workplaces, the justice system and even at home, it is clear that young people experience it
like no other. Racism also has a profound impact on the strength of our democracy, leaving so many
young people of color disenfranchised and unwilling to vote. But what can be done to empower young
people of color, improve their representation within all aspects of society, and eliminate racial
oppression for good? And how can our allies help us by using their privilege? Essentially… How do we
attain racial justice?
Join Sarah Jabir, along with Tolu Coker, Maxine Asante-Thomas, Nizam Uddin OBE and Aima, as they
discuss why representation is so important, why we should be aiming for equity and not just equality,
and how to empower young people to tackle racism.
Speakers:
Maxine Thomas-Asante, Social justice activist, mental health advocate, model & creative
Tolu Coker, Sustainable fashion designer
Aima, Co-founder of All Black Lives UK, a youth led black liberation group in the UK.
Sarah Jabir, Grants and Partnerships Manager at My Life My Say

@MYLIFEMYSAY

